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‘invention relates to directive ‘antennas for 
microwaves, that is, electromagnetic waves hav 
ing a wave length‘ in free space of less than one 
metre. _, _ 

Before this invention an ‘antenna of this type 
consisted generally of a wave guide feeding a 
linear array of radiators in the form of dipoles 
coupled to the guide by means of probes. Such 
radiators have numerous serious disadvantages 
but have nevertheless been used heretofore be-' 
cause only with them was it found possible to 
ful?l certain essential conditions of a practical 
array. ‘ 

It is known ‘that, in order to achieve a satisfac 
tory radiation pattern with an array of radiators, 
the radiators should, if they radiate to any con 
siderable extent longitudinally of the array, be 
spaced from each other at intervals of not over 
seven-eighths of the wave length in free space of 
the wave to be radiated, because at greater ‘spac 
ings the intensity of second order beams directed 
substantially at right angles to the ?rst order 
beam increases very rapidly, being equal to that 
of the ?rst order beam when the radiators are 
spaced at wave length intervals (see page 421, 
“Ultra High Frequency Techniques” by Brainerd 
et al., published in 1942 by D. Van Nostrand Co. 
Inc). It is of course essential that there should 
be only one effective beam from the array, and 
it is also desirable that this beam should be sub- , 
stantially normal to the axis of the array,~‘i. we. 
a straight line passing through all the radiators. 
In order that the beam should be normal to the 
.axis of the array the radiators, must radiate in 
phase. 
radiators along the axis of the array at intervals 
‘equal to the wave length in the guide (M?) of 
the wave to be radiated, but, owing to the higher 
velocity of propagation in the guide, at least in 
the normal case where the dielectric is air, such 
a spacing would, in the normal case of a guide 
having a width of about three-quarters of the 
wave length in free space (is), be equal to a spac 
ing of about ll/zxsand would consequently be un 
satisfactory from the point of view of the pattern . 
of the radiation. The result can also be achieved 
by‘ coupling adjacent radiators in reversed phase 
relation, i. e., in such a way that if the adjacent 
radiators were situated in the same transverse 
plane in the guide they would be excited by cur 
rents or voltages 180° out of phase with each 
other, and by spacing the radiators at intervals 
of l/zxg. A spacing of 1/199 is, in the normal 
case of a guide of a width of about %As, equiva 
lent to a spacing of about 3AM and is consequent 

This could be achieved by spacing the . 
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1y satisfactory from the point of View of 
the radiation pattern. When the spacing of ra-‘ 
diators coupled in reversed phase relation is dif 
ferent from l/zkg', the angle of the beam to the 
axis of the array becomes acute and decreases 
with increasing departure from l/zw spacing, the 
beam being directed in the direction of wave 
propagation in the guide when the spacing is 
greater than 180° and in the opposite direction 
when the spacing is less than 180°. I 

It was discovered that dipoles could be coupled 
alternately in reversed ‘phase relation. Very 
little, however, was appreciated about the basis 
on which arrays of radiators operate so far as 
‘the loads which they present to the exciting wave 
in the guide are concerned. Attempts were ?rst 
made to ‘arrange ‘dipoles at half wave spacing in 
the guide with a non-reflecting load at the ter 
mination. Such arrangements were, however, 
found impractical because there was always a 
standing wave at the guide input which increased 
as the number of radiators was increased, and 
it was thus, practically speaking», impossible to 
maintain a ‘match between the guide and the os 
cillator feeding it; Iin View of this, dipoles were 
generally arranged at cit-half wave spacing in 
such a way as to give as nearly as possible a pure 
travelling wave throughout the length of the 
guide. Such an arrangement required that the 
loads presented by the dipoles should gradually 
increase along the length of the guide. The 
achievement of this result was largely a tria1 and 
error, process because the laws governing the ab 
straction of energy from guides by probe cou 
pled dipoles, or in'fact by any radiator of energy, 
were not known. 

Quite apart from these ‘di?iculties, however, 
most dipole arrays which have been used have 
been unsatisfactory from the point of view of 
the radiation pattern which they give, because 
there is considerableradiation from exposed parts 
of the probes by which the dipoles are coupled 
to the‘ guide. _ This radiation is directed in a plane 
other than that of the principal radiation from 
thedipoles themselves and is, moreover, polar 
i‘zed in a different’ direction. 
Since dipoles and their coupling probes must 

be of, precise small dimensions, their manufac 
ture is di?icult and expensive and becomes more 
so the shorter the wave length for which they 
are designed. The dipoles must be secured in 
position on the guide in someway, and the array 
will not continue to operate satisfactorily unless 
they remain in their exact positions under serv 
ice conditions‘. The delicacy of the dipoles, the 
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dii?culties of maintainning them in satisfactor 
ory adjustment and their elaborate structure have 
inevitably resulted in more or less considerable 
alterations of their electrical properties under 
service conditions. 
The radiation from a linear array of radiators 

extends in two dimensions. To concentrate it to 
a beam it has been the practice to arrange the ~ - 
dipoles along the focal axis of a parabolic cylin 
drical reflector so as to restrict the radiation 
from each dipole as far as possible to a direction 
normal to the axis of the array. Although in the 
technique of radiating waves of lower than micro 
wave frequencies the restriction of the radiation 
to a beam by arranging a number of antennas 
side by side had been resorted to, the same tech 
nique was not followed in microwave radiation 
because no satisfactory way was known of split 
ting the energy of a wave between a number 
of wave guides. ' 

Although it has been known that holes in metal 
would act as radiators, they have never been 
used as radiators in wave guides. Proposals have 
been advanced for making arrays of slots spaced 
at )\g intervals and with so-called horns mounted 
around them on the outer face of the guide, 
these horns being apparently for the purpose of 
directing the radiation from each slot as far as 
possible normal to the surface of the guide, and 
so reducing the second order beams which would 
otherwise result from the spacing used. There 
was no suggestion of any way of coupling alter 
nate slots to the guide in reversed phase rela 
tion or of any special dimensions for the slots. 
The proposals in question were never put to prac 
tical use. 
The present inventors have succeeded in cou 

pling slots to a wave guide in reversed phase rela 
tion and in coupling a number of wave guides to 
one wave guide in such a way as to divide the 
energy in the latter wave guide between the 
former guides in any predetermined manner. 
They have discovered that radiators, and slots in 
particular, present loads to a wave in a wave 
guide which behave in the same way as loads on 
an ordinary transmission line and may be series 
or shunt according to circumstances. They have 
succeeded in making, in wave guides, slots which 
present substantially no reactive load to the wave 
in the guide, and are thus substantially resonant 
for a given wave length, and they have discov 
ered the laws by which the substantially pure 
resistance or conductance, Which is presented by 
a slot in a given position in a given guide, may 
be predetermined. On the basis of their work the 
the inventors have constructed directive an 
tennas consisting of both 1inear and two dimen 
sional arrays of slots cut in wave guides. 
According to the invention a directive antenna 

for microwaves comprises a wave guide formed 
with a series of slots which are substantially res 
onant for a wave of a given wave length in free 
space and are of substantially greater length 
than width. The centres of the slots of this series 
are spaced along the length of the guide at in 
tervals of less than substantially % of the wave 
length in free space for which the slots are sub 
stantially resonant. Wherever longitudinal spac 
ing of slots is hereafter referred to in this spec 
i?cation, the spacing of the centres of the slots 
is to be understood. All the slots are arranged in 
positions such that when the guide is fed with a 
microwave the current flow along the guide wall 
at these positions excites the slots, and each of 
substantially all the slots of the series is in sub 
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4 
stantially the same geometrical relation to the 
guide, apart from longitudinal displacement, as 
the image of an immediately adjacent slot with 
respect to a line on the guide wall across which, 
in the absence of any slots, there would be no 
current ?ow. 
Wave guides of various shapes and cross sec 

tional dimensions may be used. These have here 
tofore been the subject of considerable study, 
and various forms have been used or proposed 
to be used in connection with dipole arrays. The 
wave guide shape and cross section forms no part 
of the present invention. Substantially the same 
considerations apply to the selection of a suit 
able shape and cross section for a guide provided 
with an array of slots according to the present 
invention as for a guide provided with a dipole 
array. The cross sectional shape most generally 
used is rectangular but not square, the maximum 
dimension being well under As and well over 
l/zxs, generally about %>\s, and the minimum 
dimension being about half the maximum dimen 
sion. A rectangular wave guide of such cross 
sectional dimensions will effectively propagate 
only the lowest mode of a transverse electric 
wave. Other cross sectional shapes in which the 
maximum dimension in one direction is substan 
tially greater than the maximum dimension in 
a direction at right angles thereto may be suit 
able. A circular or square cross section, unless 
a radial septum is provided, is apt to give such 
dif?culties as to be unsuitable because the sub 
stantially equal dimensions in the two directions 
at right angles to each other tend to permit prop 
agation with equal ease of modes polarized in 
either of these directions. Since the most usual 
cross section is a rectangular one with dimen 
sions as indicated above and since the invention 
has been principally developed in connection with 
a guide of such a cross section, the description 
which follows will be based exclusively on a guide 
of that cross section. ' 

A slot in a wave guide is excited by currents 
flowing along the guide wall transversely to the 
longitudinal axis of the slot or to a projection 
thereof. The inventors have discovered that the 
loads presented by a number of slots excited 
solely by the longitudinal currents in the guide, 
i. e. whose longitudinal axes have projections ex 
tending transversely to the longitudinal currents 
in the guide are added according to the laws of 
series combination; such slots being hereafter 
referred to in the disclosure and claims as “series 
coupled” slots. On the other hand, they have 
discovered that the loads presented by a number 
of slots excited solely by the transverse currents 
in the guide, i. e. whose longitudinal axes have 
projections extending transversely to the trans 
verse currents in the guide are added according 
to the laws of shunt combination; such slots being 
hereafter referred to in the disclosure and claims 
as “shunt coupled” slots. Since the longitudinal 
and transverse currents are in phase quadrature 
with each other, a series coupled slot will be in 
phase quadrature with a shunt coupled slot cut 
with its centre in the same plane transverse to 
the guide when both are excited by a travelling 
wave. ' 

In the case of series coupled slots a satisfactory 
arrangement is to have each slot formed with its 
centre on the longitudinal centre line of a broad 
face of the guide and its longitudinal axis at an 
angle to this centre line. The resistance present 
ed by a slot so formed varies with the angle which 
its longitudinal axis makes with the centre line 
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of? the broad‘v face‘.- If the angleslof‘ the liongilkv~ 
tudinal‘ axes ‘of? two slots? with the'centre 'line‘ are; 
of‘ opposite? sign, then these'slo'ts are coupled‘in 
reversed phase relation. 
Shunt coupled? slotsmay be arranged either on 

a‘ broad face or a narrow-facerof‘the guide; Iffa 
slot'is formed in a broadface- to extend parallel‘ 
to- the longitudinal centre line’ of i that ‘face, then 
the conductance which it» presents‘ will depend‘1 
upon the distance of‘ its‘ centre from the‘ centre! 

It adjacent slots lie'on 
opposite sides-of‘ the‘centre line, they are coupled 
in reversed phase- relation. In the case of slots 
formed in=the narrow face, the‘ angle formed by‘ 

line of’ the broad face. 

the longitudinal axis of the slot with the- height 
of the guide determines the conductance pre 
sented‘ by" the‘ slot. If the. anglesv of' the I‘Qngi-Y 
tudinal? axes- of two slots - with:- the height of" the 
guide are of ‘ opposite sign, then these slotsrarei 
coupled inre‘versed' phase relation; 

Radiation from- a slot- is- polarized with" the‘ 
electric vector at any point tangent to the surface 
of'a cylinder‘ coaxial with‘ the slot (i. e; whose 
axis coincides with the longitudinal‘ axis or" the 
slot)’ and lying inia'planenormal to-the» axis of?’ 
such cylinder. 

Thus, it will be seen that, in accordance'with 
the‘ principles’ of this invention, arrays-510i‘ sl‘otsl» 
may be designed in which the‘ distribution of‘ 
radiatedlenergy alongthe array, that is, the rela 
tive illumination of they slots; the angle of the 
radiated beam to the axis of the array; and'the: 
polarization ofv the radiation may» allbe predeter 
mi'ned‘. 

The-1 invention will" be‘ more fully described by . , 
reference to'th'e attached drawings- which illus-- “ 
trate several embodiments of it, and- in which 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a section of a 

wave guide having: shunt. coupled slots formed in 
a broad‘facethereof, 

Figure‘ 2 is‘ a. similar view of a section of a 
waveguidehaving shunt coupled‘ slots formed 
in a narrow face thereof, 

Figure 3 is a similar view of a section of a 
wave“ guide‘ having series coupled‘ slots formed‘ 
in a broad’facethereof, 

Figurese' and 5 are; partial" plan views of the 
broad‘faceof a guide showing‘ portions of arrays‘ 
consisting of a seriesof shunt coupled slots‘ and 
a series‘ of series coupled slots, 

Figures 6‘ to‘ 16 are diagrammatic views“ illus 
t‘rating‘ various ways‘ in which‘ two wave‘ guides‘ 
may be couped by means of' slots in accordance~ 
with theinvention, 

Figure 17" is- an indicative‘ curve‘ of. standing 
wave'ratios, 
Figure l8’is‘a' schematic illustration of ‘a slotted‘ 

wave‘ guide with its" input and termination, 
Figure 19-"is a schematic illustration of’ a di‘re‘ce 

tive- antenna system comprisingga feederv guide 
with‘ a number'of radiating‘ guides coupled‘ to it‘, 
andv 
Figure 20 is a schematic illustration of a slotted, 

wave guide fedv between theends. of the seriesof' 
slots. 
In . all the waveguides illustrated in‘ the. draw» 

ings, the longitudinal axis is indicated’ at 20, 
the‘upper broad face at 2|, the lower broad face 
at 22, the right-hand narrow face at23 and the 
left-hand narrow face at 24’, and? the longi 
tudinal centre line of the broad.‘ face 21. at. 2.5. 
The. direction of the electric vector' is illustrated 
by the arrow in-Figure l, thewave being a trans-~ 
verse electric wave. The slots" in all the?gures 
are-“of substantially greater length than width‘ 
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and: have longitudinal axes" denoted by» the new 
m'eral 3B. Wherever the direction or the angle» 
of a slot is-referred' to, the directionlor' angle of? 
this longitudinal-axis is meant‘. * 

Figure 1 shows a section of a1 wave‘ guide in; 
which four slots‘26, 21, 28 and 29, are cut in the 
broad‘ face 2| to extend longitudinally thereof‘ 
and parallel to the longitudinal centre line- 25'?‘ 
alternately on opposite sides'of the‘ latter, which. 
also constitutes the axis of the array.v The slots" 
are arranged, accordingly, in positions such‘ that‘, 
whenv a~ microwaveuis fed to the guide, thetrans 
verse‘ current; ?ow along theinter-ior surface1=of7 
the guide wall at the slots is perpendicular to‘ 

_ their longitudinal axes 30 while the longitudinal? 
?ow'is‘ parallel to the slot-axes. The result isi 
that the slots are excited solely by the trans 
verse currents and‘- are shunt-coupled? to the“ 
guide; 

It-will be noted that the‘eveninumbered slots: 
26 and: 2-8 occupy positions on oneside'of’ the’ 
centre line 25 and the odd numberedE slots 2'“!; 
and 29 positions on the opposite sideof‘the centre‘ 
line.‘ The result of this arrangement isuthati the-> 

- slots 26 and 2B are coupled‘ in reversed phasesre 

lation to- the slots 21 and 29: Each slot‘ is substantially the same geometrical relation to 

the guide, apart fromlongitudinal displacement, 
as the image of an immediately adjacent slot_ 
with respect to the'centreline 25. The-geomet 
rical relation‘ to the guide of oneslot with‘respect 
t'o-thecentre line 25 is not exactly the- same as‘ 
that of the image of an adjacent slot because, as: 
indicated, the centres of' the slots 26—29 are-at‘ 
increasing distances x, m1,‘ m2 and ms- from the 
centre line 25; In any array; however, the dif‘- 
ference in these’ distances would‘be very small'in‘ 
the caseof any two adjacent-slots, and such slots‘ 
are therefore in-substantially though not always 
exactly image positions with respect to" one an 
other. 
As the slots of' Figure 1 extend longitudinally‘ 

of'the guide; the'main radiation from an‘ array' 
of-‘slots arranged according to Figure‘ 1 will be‘ 
polarizedv with its electric vector perpendicular‘ 

' to the axis'of the array; 
Various shapes of slots may‘ be‘ used,‘ but they 

length of the‘ slot must always be substantially‘ 
greater thaniits‘narrowest'width. The most'usual'f 
shape is substantially rectangular with either 
straight or rounded ends. In order that a radiat 
ing'slot in the arrangement of'Figure 1 should 
present substantially no reactive load to the wave 
in the guide, i. e., that it should be substantially 
resonant to the wave, its length should gener 
ally be up to about 10% less than half the'wavel 
length, in free space of that wave. The exact. 
length for resonance must be determined sepa-» 
rately for very different wave length and guide, 
though it depends primarily on the wave length 
and only secondarily on the. guide dimensions. 
The determination may be effected by cutting a 
slot much shorter than 1/2As; putting a. re?ect 
ing plug in the guide 1/4>\g from the centre of the. 
slot, as the latter is shunt coupled to the guide; 
determining by standing. wave measurements‘ 
where the point of minimum current is in rela 
tion to the centre of the slot; and lengthening the 
slot by successive increments until such measure 
ments show that this point coincides with the 
centre of the slot. 
In any given wave guide, the best length for 

resonance will vary slightly depending on the 
position of‘ the slot in the guide. In the case of‘ 
the‘ arrangement of Figure‘ l'it increases" as‘ the 



‘normal to the axis of the latter. 
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distance of the slot from the longitudinal centre 
line increases. However, when the distance from 
the centre line is small, as it is for all slots in 
most arrays, the required difference in length 
for resonance is so small that it may be disre 
garded in practice, and all the slots may be made 
of the same length. In such a case they are all 
so nearly resonant as to be quite satisfactory in 
practice. As an aid in estimating the proper slot 
length for resonance, it may be indicated that 
for a Wave length in free space of 10.7 cm., and 
for a rectangular guide having a wall thickness 
of 2.03 cm., an internal width of 7.2 cm. and an 
internal height of 3.4 cm. the length of a rec 
tangular resonant shunt slot near the centre 
line of the broad face of the guide is 4.9 cm. 
The width of the slot will depend on the 

amount of peak power which is to pass through 
the slot, the width being greater, the greater the 
amount of this power. The width need not be 
uniform along the length of the slot. The effec 
tive width is the width at the point at which the 
voltage per centimetre across the slot is a maxi 
mum. For any given form of slot this point is 
given by the point at which breakdown occurs 
when the power is su?iciently increased. 
Figure 1 shows only a small section of a wave 

guide. Ordinarily a radiating array of slots 
would consist of a large number of slots, say 
between ?fty and one hundred, cut in the guide 
along its length. The intervals at which the 
centres of these slots should be spaced longitudi 
nally of the guide will depend on a variety of fac 
tors, of which the principal ones are the length 
of the array and the frequency stability of the 
oscillator feeding it. The longitudinal spacing of 
the slots will determine the direction of the radi 
ation with respect to the axis of the array and 
the loads which the slots should present to the 
wave in the guide. 
Other things being equal, it is desirable that 

the radiation from an array should be directed 
As indicated 

above, such a direction of the radiation can be 
obtained only if all the radiators are radiating 
in phase with each other. Accordingly, the radi 
ation from an array of slots arranged in accord 
ance with Figure 1 will be directed normal to the 
axis of the array only if the slots are spaced at 
longitudinal intervals such that the distance 
along the guide between their centres is equal to 
l/zxg, i. e. that they are at half wave spacing. 
As is known, it is essential that at half wave 

spacing of the radiators the total load presented 
by the array as seen from the oscillator feeding 
it should be such that there is substantially no 
re?ection and consequently substantially no 
standing wave at the input to the oscillator. 
Thus, in the case of shunt coupled slots as in 
Figure 1 it is essential, just as in the case of a 
pair of loaded transmission lines, that the input 
admittance of the array should substantially 
equal the characteristic admittance. With di 
pole arrays this condition was never achieved and 

“ consequently half wave spacing could not be used. 
According to the present invention this condi 
tion can be achieved by so choosing the length 
of the slots that they each present a substantially 
pure conductance to the wave in the guide and 
by terminating the array with a reflecting - 
plunger, as indicated schematically in Figure 18, 
placed 1/4>\g from the centre of the terminal slot 
in the guide, 1. e. the slot farthest from the point 
at which the guide is to be fed with a micro 
wave. As the slots are at half wave spacing they 
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8 
are all electrically at the same position in the 
guide and as they are substantially pure con 
ductances they can be made to present a total 
conductance substantially equal to the charac 
teristic admittance which is a pure conductance. 
There is thus a large standing wave at the plunger 
end of the guide which is gradually reduced to 
substantially a travelling wave at the input. In 
the previous work with'dipoles the necessity of a 
re?ecting plunger was not appreciated, but even 
if such a plunger were used an array of dipoles 
could not be satisfactorily made at half wave 
spacing because no probe coupled dipoles were in 
use which presented a substantially pure con 
ductance. 
For short arrays of, for example, ten radia 

tors, half wave spacing is the preferable spacing. 
However, an array of radiators at half wave spac 
ing is sensitive to changes of frequency and this 
sensitivity increases fairly rapidly as the length 
of the array increases. It will be appreciated 
that if the frequency at which the array is fed 
changes, the slots are no longer at half wave 
spacing, with the result that there is a standing 
wave at the input, which may be considerable 
even for a very small change in frequency. The 
longer is the array the smaller is the change of 
frequency which will produce a large standing 
wave at the input. 

This is illustrated by Figure 17 which shows 
indicative curves of input standing wave ratios 
plotted against slot spacing in terms of the wave 
length in the guide. The ?gure shows only the 
general nature of the curve, which can, however, 
be plotted accurately for any given set of circum 
stances from the following equation, provided 
that aS<<l 

in which WT and We (sometimes called the com 
plex re?ection coe?icients) are the terminating 
and input values respectively of the complex vari 
ables represented by the impedance circle dia 
gram; w=COS 0 + 9' sin 0, where 0 is the angular 
spacing of two consecutive loads; as is the con 
ductance or resistance, as the case may be, of 
the 8 element of the array; and N is the num 
ber of elements in the array. 
For the case in question of a change in the 

frequency feeding an array designed for half 
wave spacing, the ratio shown in Figure 1'7 is as 
sumed to be that of minimum voltage to maxi 
mum voltage and the peak is of course 1, since 
there is no standing wave at the input when the 
elements are effectively at half wave spacing. 
The full line curve is that for seventy-?ve slots 
presenting equal conductances, each of a value 
equal to 0.0133 G/Gc (G/Go being the ratio of the 
sum of the conductances of all the slots to the 
characteristic admittance of the guide), and 

' the dotted line curve is that for ten slots pre 
senting equal conductances, each of a value equal 
to 0.1 G/Ga. It will be seen from a considera 
tion of the ?gure that for a long array (which 
in this speci?cation means an array of more than 
about 50 elements) a slight change in frequency, 
which may effectively change the spacing of the 
elements by only a degree or two, will cause a 
large change in the input standing wave ratio, 
while for a short array (which in this speci?ca 
tion means an array of up to about 50 elements) 
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the same slight change in. frequency will cause 
much less change in that ratio. ‘ , 

Thus, although half-wave spacing is suitable 
for short arrays, a long array at half-wave spac 
ing is too frequency sensitive for practical pur 
poses. For long arrays, accordingly, off half 
wave spacing, that is, a spacing of the slots dif 
ferent from l/zxg, must be resorted to, the array 
being in this case terminated by a non-re?ecting 
load, as indicated schematically in Figure 18, and 
the conductances given increasing values along 
its length. Since, as indicated in Figure 17, the 
variations of the standing wave ratio in the 
neighbourhood of half wave spacing are ex 
tremely sharp,rit is necessary to select a spacing 
of the slots corresponding to a point in a relatively 
?at portion of the standing wave ratio curve. of 
Figure 17, which in the case of off half wave spac 
ing represents the ratio of maximum voltage to 
minimum voltage, this ratio attaining the value _ 
of unity in the level portions of the curve. Con 
sequently, a spacing will be selected which is as 
close as possible to 180°, but is nevertheless on a 
flat part of the curve such as 80, or 81, the ratio 
at- such a portion being arranged to be in the 
neighbourhood of 1, while that at the peak 62 is 
much higher. The spacing is preferably greater 
than 180°, since the radiation is‘ ‘directed more 
nearly normal to the axis of the array than when 
the spacing is correspondingly less than 180°. A 
spacing of 200° on the basis of the wave length in 
the guide, i. e. a spacing of 5/9 Ag (corresponding 
to a point in the portion 80 of the curve) is in 
practice satisfactory. For the reasons given 
‘earlier, the spacing should in' no event exceed 
substantially 73M. Since there is practically no 
radiation from a slot in the direction of its longi 
tudinal axis, it will be appreciated that in the ar 
rangement of Figure 1, the second order beams at 
any given spacing are not as serious as indicated 
in the diagram on page 421 of the Brainerd book 
previously referred to, and that they do not in 
crease quite as rapidly with increased spacing 
as there indicated. Accordingly, the spacing be 
tween slots arranged as in Figure 1 might, with 
out danger of second order beams of seriously 
disturbing magnitude, be such that, for frequen 
cies at» the top of the frequency range to which 
the array is to respond, the effective vspacing 
would be a few degrees over ‘7AM. 
The slots in the case of on" half wave spacing, 

as in the case of half wave spacing, should be 
resonant.‘ If an array of slots at off half-wave 
spacing is fed from one end and terminated at 
the other end by a non-re?ecting load, and the _ 
slots are arranged to present progressively in- ‘ 
creasing conductances to compensate for atten 
uation, and if the conductance of no slot exceeds 
11+, of the characteristic conductance of the guide, 
the slots will be excited by a nearly pure travel 
ling wave and the array will perform satisfac 
torily over the range of frequencies likely to be 
encountered with oscillators presently available. 
The radiation from such an array will be directed 
away from the normal to the axis of the array by 
an angle the sine of which is 

As he 
gin 

where d is the distance between slot centres. The 
progressive increase in conductances may, near 
the terminal end of‘ the array, be eifected with 
small groups of say, two or three slots instead of 
with single slots. Thus two or three slots might 
be cut at the same distance from the longitudinal 
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centre line 25 and then the next group of two or 
three be cut at a greater distance. ‘ 
The non-reflecting terminating loadv may be 

either any of those conventionally used, such as 
a sand and graphite load, or may consist, in the 
case of a long array, of a group of a few slots, say 
four, at 1/2>\g spacing and a re?ecting plunger 
14kg from the centre of the terminal slot of the 
group. Such a terminating load is much easier 
to make than the conventional ones and offers 
the additional advantage of radiating the power 
which reaches it rather than dissipating such 
power uselessly. The number of slots in the ter 
minating load should not exceed about 5% of 
the total number of slots in the array. 

Obviously with a short array of slots at off half 
wave spacing with the guide terminated by the 
conventional non-reflecting load, the amount of 
power radiated compared to the amount of power 
supplied will necessarily be small. Moreover, as 
appears from the curve of Figure 17, the de' 
crease in frequency sensitivity at off half wave 
spacing compared to that at half wave spacing 
is not nearly as marked with short arrays as with 
long arrays. Consequently, since with short ar 
rays comparatively little advantage from the 
point of view of frequency sensitivity is gained 
by using off half wave spacing and a. substantial 
proportion of power is wasted, half wave spacing 
is preferable for such arrays. As the length of 
the array increases, the relative frequency sensi 
tivity at oif half wave spacing decreases and the 
proportion of power effectively used‘ increases, 
with the result that off half wave spacing be 
comes increasingly preferable. ' 

While an array at off half wave spacing can be 
fed only from one end, because'the angle of the 
radiation with the normal to the axis of the array 
changes sign as the direction of propagation in 
the guide changes, an array" at half wave spacing 
may be fed at an intermediate point. In such 
a case it is terminated at both ends by a re?ect 
ing plunger placed 1AM] from the centre of the 
last slot (as illustrated schematically in Figure 
20), and the conductances should be calculated 
to give the characteristic admittance as seen 
from the feeding point looking in either direc 
tion. The feeding. may be effected in all cases by 
coupling the guide to a feeder guide by a non 
reactive coupling slot as explained more fully 
below. ' 

If the slot length in Figure 1 is so chosen that 
each slot radiating outside the guide presents to 
the Wave for which it is designed a pure or sub 
stantially pure conductance, the value of this con 
ductance, expressed as a fraction of the charac 
teristic admittance of the guide, is given substan 
tially by the equation 

6': A sin2 E 
a 

where :r is the distance of the centre of the slot 
from the centre line 25, a is the internal width 
of the guide perpendicularv to the electric vector 
'of the wave, and A is a constant which depends 
upon the frequency and guide cross section used. 

It will be seen from the above equation that for 
a given frequency and given guide dimensions 
the conductance presented by the slot varies as 
the distance of its centre from the centre line 25 
of the broad face. As shown, this distance is least 
in the case of the slot 26 and greatest in the case 
of the slot 29, so that the slot 26 presents the 
smallest and the slot 29 the greatest conductanc 

» of the tour which are shown. _ 
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On the basis of this equation an array of slots 
arranged according to Figure 1 may be designed 
at half wave or off half wave spacing with the 
gabling, i. e. the distribution of the excitation 
along the array, appropriate for the radiation 
pattern which is desired. The relative amounts 
of energy to be radiated by the different slots 
having been determined on the basis of the ga 
bling function, the distance of each slot from the 
centre line 25 may be determined on the basis 
of the above equation. 
Figure 2 shows an alternative arrangement of 

shunt coupled slots, the radiation from which 
will be polarized with the electric vector parallel 
to the axis of the array rather than perpendicu- ' 
lar thereto as in the case of an array according 
to Figure 1. In this arrangement the slots are 
cut in a narrow face of the guide at angles to 
the height of the latter. The admittance of a 
slot of this type depends on the value of its angle 
to the height of the guide, and the phase of radi 
ation from it is reversed when the sign of this 
angle is changed. The section of the guide shown 
in Figure 2 includes four slots 3|, 32, 33 and 34, 
of which the ?rst two are at angles of +¢ and 
-¢, respectively, to the height of the guide, indi 
cated by the dotted line 35, and the other two are 
at angles of +¢’ and —¢' respectively to this 
height. Thus, all four slots are coupled to the 
guide in reversed phase relation, the positions of 
the slots 3| and 32 on the one hand and 33 and 
34 on the other hand being exactly the images 
of each other with respect to the height of the 
guide, while the positions of the slots 32 and 33 
are only substantially the images of each other 
because of the difference between the values of ¢ 
and ¢’. This difference is much exaggerated in 
the drawings for clarity, but in practice the dif 
ferences between the values of the angles for ad 
jacent slots will be of the order of less than one ., 
degree. 
Whereas in the slot arrangement of Figure 1 

there will be practically no mutual action be 
tween adjacent slots, this is not the case in the 
arrangement of Figure 2. Here there is appreci— 
able mutual action between the slots because, 
since the slots have their centres on the same 
line and are more or less parallel to each other, 
each slot is excited to an appreciable extent by 
radiation from nearby slots. The consequence 
of this is that, although a single slot of the type 
of Figure 2 may be of a length such that, alone, 
it presents a pure conductance to the wave in 
the guide, a group of identical slots of this length 
will present a reactive load. In the circumstances 
it will be appreciated that the determination of 
resonance for a single slot in the arrangement of 
Figure 2 has little practical signi?cance. 
The mutual admittance between two slots de 

creases as their distance from each other in 
creases and, for practical purposes, becomes neg 
ligible when the distance is equal to about ‘Us. 
This distance is equivalent, for the usual guide 
cross section to about ten times the longitudinal 
spacing between slots. Accordingly, the proper 
slot length in an array according to Figure 2 is 
determined on the basis of a group of ten slots 
rather than on the basis of a single slot as in 
the case of an array according to Figure l. The 
determination may be made by cutting at the 
desired spacing a group of ten slots, each of which 
is substantially shorter than 1/2)\8; measuring the 
conductance presented by this group; and length 
ening all the slots equally by successive incre 
ments until as a group they present the maxi 
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mum conductance. A further slot of the length 
thus determined added to the array will, for any 
given angle, increase the conductance by the max 
imum possible amount. This conductance will be 
termed the incremental conductance. A resonant 
slot in the case of Figure 2 is one of a length 
such that it presents the incremental conduct 
ance. 

If the length of a resonant slot exceeds, as it 
generally will, 72. sec ¢, h being the height of the 
guide, the slot is cut equally into the two broad 
faces of the guide. This is shown in Figure 2, 
where, for example, the slot 31 has portions 3la 
and 3 lb of equal depth extending respectively into 
the upper and lower broad faces 2| and 22 of the 
guide.' In long arrays, where p will be small, all 
the slots may in practice be cut to the same 
depth into the two broad faces in spite of the 
fact that this will result in some slots of which 
the angle ¢ is greater than that for the group 
of slots for which the resonant length was deter 
mined, having a lengthslightly greater than the 
resonant length. The diiierence is so slight as 
to be practically insigni?cant, and the fact that 
all slots can be cut to the same depth makes the 
production of the array easier. 
The incremental conductance of a resonant 

slot in an array according to Figure 2 is given 
by the equation 

G=K sin2 4) 

in which ¢ is the angle between the slot and the 
height of the guide, and K is a constant which 
depends upon the frequency and guide cross sec 
tion used and also to a lesser extent on the spac 
ing of the slots. 

This equation gives the incremental conduct 
ance to a ?rst approximation, sufficient for prac 
tical purposes, for values of ¢ up to about 15°. 
In practice the angle of any slot will almost never . 
exceed about 15°. 
What has been said above with regard to half 

wave spacing in connection with the arrange 
ment of Figure 1 applies generally to an arrange 
ment according to Figure 2 except that it is 
necessary to arrange the terminating re?ecting 
plunger or plungers at a distance from the centre 
of the terminal slot in the array di?erent from 
14kg in order to tune out the susceptance intro 
duced by the mutual action of the slots and 
present to the oscillator a load equal to the char 
acteristic admittance of the guide. 
At off half wave spacing the above equation for 

incremental conductance does not hold strictly 
good. However, it has been found that the ap 
propriate angle of the slots may be calculated 
on the basis of it and that long arrays designed 
with slots at angles so calculated will perform 
satisfactorily. Otherwise, what has been said 
above in connection with Figure 1 with regard 
to off half-wave spacing applies to arrays de 
signed in accordance with Figure 2, except that 
the maximum permissible longitudinal spacing, 
from the point of view of second order beams, 

_ is less in Figure 1 because the slots radiate longi 
tudinally of the array. 

If the angle ¢ is small, as it is for long arrays 
of about ?fty or more elements because the con 
ductance of each element is to be small, the 
main radiation from an array according to 
Figure 2 is polarized with the electric vector par 
allel to the axis of the array. 
Figure 3 shows an array of series coupled slots, 

which, like the shunt coupled array of Figure 1, 
will radiate with the electric vector perpendicu 
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lar to the axis-of the array. ,In this arrange 
ment the slots are cut in a broad face of the 
guide at angles to the longitudinal centre line of 
the latter. 
depends on the valueof its angle, and the phase 
of the radiation from it is reversed when the 
sign of the angle is changed. The section of 
the guide shown in Figure 3 includes four slots 
36, ,3], 38 and 39, of which 3Band 38 are at angles 
of +01 and +93 respectively to the longitudinal 
centre line 30, and 31 and 39 are at angles .of 
.—!)z and —-04 to'that line. Thus adjacent slots 
are coupled to the guide in reversed phase rela 
tion, the position of one slot, e. g. 31, differing, 
apart from longitudinal displacement, from the 
image position with respect to the centre line 25 
of the adjacent slots, e. g. 36 and 38, only by the 
diiierences between the angles at which the slots 
are cut. These differences are exaggerated in 
the drawing, but are in practice very small. 
When va slot of Figure 3 is of resonant length 

it presents a resistance, expressed as a fraction 
‘of the characteristic impedance of the guide, de 
termined substantially by the equation 

R=B sings 

in which 0 is the angle between the centre line 25 
and the longitudinal axis ‘30 of the slot, and B is 
a constant which depends upon the frequency and 

, guide cross section used. 
All that has beenysaid in connection with Fig 

ure 1 regarding the: design ofarraysat half wave 
and off half wave spacing applies :to the arrange 

1“merit-according to Figure 3, except that, as the 
slots; in this ‘case are series coupled, the re?ect 
ing terminating plunger for an array at half wave 
spacing must be placed 1/2)\g from the centre of 
the terminal'slot of‘ the array. If 0 is small, as 
it will be for relatively long arrays of, say, ?fty 
elements or'more, the radiation from an array 
.according'to Figure .3 is polarized mainly with 
the electric vector perpendicular to the axis. of 

_ the array. 

Figures 4 and '5 illustrate two arrays, each of 
' which consists of a series of shunt coupled slots 
and a series of series coupled slots, the shunt 
coupled slots alternating with the series coupled 
slots. In Figure 4 the shunt coupled slots are 
indicated at 19,, 8D, 8-! and 82, and the series cou 

In Figure 5 the 
shunt coupled slots are in the same positions as 
in Figure 4, but the signs of the angles of the 
series couple-d slots 83a, 84a, v85a and 85a with 
the centre line 25 are changed with respect to the 
signs ‘of the angles of the corresponding slots 83, P 
84, 85 and 85, respectively, of Figure 4; 

The arrangement of either of these ?gures, 
with the slots in each series at off half wave spac 
me, e; g. 200° spacing, might be resorted to for 
the purpose of obtaining some improvement in 
band width over the arrays of Figures 1 to 3. 
Since, in this case, adjacent slots of different 
series, e. g. 88 and 84, are spaced apart only 100°, 
on the basis of the wave length in the guide, i. e. 
5/18w it will be necessary, particularly ‘in the 
case of the arrangement of Figure 4, either to 
choose the guide dimensions in' such a Way as to 
lengthen the wave length in the guide sufficiently 
to allowthe slots to be cut at the required spacing 
on the basis of‘ this ‘wave length, or to use slots 
covered with a dielectric such as ‘polystyrene, 

' which results in a shortening of the resonant 
length. 
- As wasindicated generally earlier in this speci 

. ?cation, the inventors have succeededin coupling 

The impedance of a slot of this type, 
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guides to each other by means ‘of slots in such 
a way that a predetermined proporti-onofv the 
energy supplied to one guide may be transferred 
to the other in a known phase relation. Such 
couplings are of great value in the production of 
directive antennas consisting of two dimensional 
arrays of slots, and make it possible to dispense 
with the parabolic re?ectors heretofore ‘used. 
According to this feature of the invention, a 
feeder guide may be coupled to a number of 
guides, each provided with an array of slots as 
described above, such ‘guides being termed here 
after “radiating guides.” The energy supplied 
to the feeder guide may be distributed between 
the various radiatin-ggu-ides in accordance with 
any desired gabling pattern and the radiating 
guides may be spaced from each other by not 
more than %‘)\S and nevertheless be fed in phase 
or nearly so. _ 

The'coupling ofthe guides is eiiected by means 
of registering slots cut incont-iguous walls of the 
guides to be coupled. One of these slots must be 
of predetermined dimensions, the nature of which 
will be more fully indicated hereafter, and the 
other may be of the same size or larger, since it 
is the smaller of the two slots which controls 
the transfer of energy from one guide to the 
other. The registering slots behave as if they 
Were a single slot cut in a Wall common to the 
two guides and accordingly in the description 
and'claims hereafter two such registering slots 
will .be referred to as a coupling slot. At points 
of coupling there are impedances or admittances. 
As used in this speci?cation, a terminating im 
pedance or admittance at a point of coupling is 
the input impedance or admittance to the radiat 
ing guide concerned as measured at the point 
of coupling in the radiating- guide in the absence 
of the coupling slot. There will be two terminat 
ing impedances .or‘admittances for each point of 
coupling, one for each side of the point. ' . 
The coupling slot should be of such a lengt 

that it transfers to the feeder guide the sum 
of the terminating impedances or admittances in 
the radiating guide-with their resistive and re 
active components multiplied by the same real, as 
opposed, to complex, quantity, Thus, the slot 
length should be such that, if,as seen from the 
centre of the slot, the terminating impedances 
or admittances in the radiating guide .are pure 
resistances or conductances, the slot will present 
a pure resistance or conductance to the wave in 
the feeder guide. A coupling slot of such length 
will be termed a non-reactive coupling slot. The 
length may be determined in various ways, for 
example, by terminating the radiating guide 
with a non-reflecting load at one or both ends, 
depending on whether the guide is to be coupled 
at one end or between its ends, and adjusting 
the length of the coupling slot until it presents 
a pure resistance or conductance, as the case may 
be, to the feeder guide. 

Thev way in which two guides are coupled by a 
coupling slot willdepend upon the aspect of the 
slot to each guide, that is, upon the position of 
the slot in each guide. The coupling will be 
series-series if the slot is coupled in series aspect 
to both guides, shunt-shunt if it is coupled in 
shunt aspect to both, series-shunt if it is coupled 
in series aspect to the feeder guide and shunt 
aspect to the other guide, and shunt-series if it 
is coupled in shunt aspect to the feeder guide and 
series aspect to the other. All these forms of 
coupling are electrically equally satisfactory, and 

>- the choice ofthat to be used in any particular 
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case will depend simply on the way in which, 
physically, it is desired to arrange the guides with 
respect to each other. Generally one type of 
coupling will be found most satisfactory for a 
given physical arrangement of the guides. 

Various forms of coupling are diagrammati 
lcally illustrated in Figures 6 to 15, the couplings 
in Figures 6- to 8 being series-series, those in 
Figures 9 and 10 shunt-shfunt, and those in 
Figures 11 to 15 being series-shunt or shunt 
.series depending on which guide is taken as the 
feeder guide. In each of these ?gures the feeder 
guide is indicated at A and the radiating guide 
at B. ' 

In a series-series coupling, if Z’ is the sum of 
‘the terminating impedances in a radiating guide 
coupled between its ends or is the single ter 
mina-ting impedance in an end coupled radiating 
guide, then the impedance Z presented by a non 
reactive coupling slot to the wave in the feeder 
guide at the same point is 

z =___ 

7L 

where n is a real constant the value of which 
increases as the coupling ,of the coupling slot to 
the feeder guide becomes Weaker, all other fac 
tors remaining constant, and is unity for identi 
cal guides coupled in identical aspect. 
The case where n=1 is illustrated in Figure 6, 

in which the guides A and B are identical and 
‘the aspect of the slot 48 to both is the same, the 
.slot being thus said to be coupled to both guides 
in identical aspect. The arrangement shown in 
Figure '7 is electrically equivalent to the arrange- ' 
ment of Figure 6 in which the guide B is termi~ 
nated at one end by a re?ecting plunger placed 
one-half wave length from the centre of the 
coupling slot. The difference in the physical re 
lationship of the guides in the two ?gures will 
only negligibly affect the value of n, which is 
accordingly substantially 1 for the coupling illus 
trated in Figure 7. That is, as the strength of 
the series coupling of the slot 5| to both guides 
is substantially the same, the guides are coupled 
in substantially identical aspect. It should be 
noted that an end coupled guide, such as the 
guide B of Figure '7, need have no wall in its 
coupled end, being simply cut off and butted 
on to the other guide. In this case the current 
flow along the wall of guide A containing the slot 
SI and the current flow along the end wall of the 
guide B (constituted by the portion of the-wall 
of guide A onto which the guide B is butted) is 
at right angles to the coupling slot 5|. Figure 8 
illustrates a case where n>1, as the slot 12 is 
more weakly coupled to guide A than to guide B, 
being transverse to the latter and at an angle of 
less than 90° to the axis of the former. In the 
converse case, where the coupling of the slot to 
the feeder guide is stronger than to the radiating 
guide, n<l. 
In the case of a shunt-shunt coupling, if Y’ ‘is 

the sum of the terminating admittances in the 
radiating guide as seen from the centre of the 
coupling slot, the admittance presented by a non 
reactive coupling slot to the wave in the feeder 
guide at the same point is 

‘Two possible forms of such’ coupling are illus 
trated in Figures 9 and 10. In Figure 9 the slot 
59 is coupled in identical aspect to both guides 
and n accordingly is unity. Figure 10 illustrates 
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a case where the coupling slot 60 is more loosely 
coupled to the feeder guide A than to the radiat 
ing guide B, since in the feeder guide A its dis 
placement from the centre line of the broad face 
is small, while in the radiating guide B it is in a 
narrow face and is transverse to the height of the 
guide. ' 

In the case of a series-shunt coupling, if Y’ is 
the sum of the terminating admittances in the 
radiating guide as seen from the centre of the 
coupling slot, the impedance presented by a non 
reactive coupling slot to a wave in the feeder 
guide at the same point is 

I z=£ 
P 

where p is a real constant the value of which in 
creases as the coupling of the coupling slot t 
the feeder guide becomes weaker. ' 
In the case of a shunt-series coupling, if Z’ is 

the sum of the terminating impedances or is the 
single terminating impedance in the radiating 
guide as seen from the centre of the coupling slot, 
the admittance presented by a non-reactive cou 
pling slot to the wave in the feeder guide at the 
same point is 

Z! 

where q is a real constant the value of which in 
creases as the coupling of the coupling slot to the 
feeder guide becomes weaker. 
For two systems which are identical except 

that the feeder and radiating guides are inter?‘ 
changed, the constants p and q above are the 
reciprocals of each other. 

Various possible forms of shunt-series cou 
pling are shown in Figures 11 to '15, though these 
?gures can be used to illustrate a corresponding 
series-shunt coupling, if designation of the feeder 
guide A and radiating guide B are interchanged 
in each ?gure. In Figure 11, the coupling slot 
BI is coupled in shunt aspect to the feeder guide 
A, as in Figure 1, and in series aspect to the ra 
diating guide B. In Figure 13, the coupling slot 
69 is shunt coupled to the feeder guide A, as in 
Figure 1, and, being formed in the end of the ra 
diating guide B, is series coupled to the latter. 
There is the same similarity between the cou 
plings of Figures 11 and 13 as there is between 
those of Figures 6 and '7. In Figure 12, the cou 
pling slot 66 is strongly shunt coupled to the 
feeder guide A and is series coupled to the radiat 
ing guide B in the same way as in Figure 13. 
Figure 14 shows a coupling similar to that of 
Figure 12, but with the coupling slot 90 weakly 
instead of strongly coupled to the feeder guide 
A. In Figure 15, the coupling slot 18 is in shunt 
aspect to the feeder guide A, as in Figure 2, and 
in series aspect to the radiating guide B, as in 
Figure 3. 

It should be pointed out that if the total thick 
ness of the contiguous guide walls at the coupling 
slot is appreciable in proportion to the wave 
length for which the guides are designed, as is 
the case, for example, with guides designed for 
1 cm. waves and having wall thickness of about 
1 mm., it is impossible to make a coupling slot 
which is wholly non-reactive. However, the ap 
proach to this condition is su?lciently close to 
permit the above equations to be used for prac 
tical purposes in the designing of two dimensional 
arrays. ' 

In designing a radiating guide which is to be 
coupled between its ends to a feeder guide, regard 
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must be had to the type of coupling which is to 
be used. If the coupling slot is in series aspectv 
to the radiating guide, there will be reversal of 
phase in that guide across the point of coupling, 
whereas if the coupling slot is in shunt aspectto 
the radiating guide, there will be no reversal of 
phase in that guide across the coupling. Thus, 
if a guide with an array of slots of the type illus 
trated in Figure l were to be coupled between its 
ends to a feeder guide by a coupling slot which 
was in series aspect to the radiating guide,-the 
adjacent slots on either side of the coupling slot 
in the radiating guide would have to be out on 
the same side of the longitudinal centre of the 
broad face of that guide. 7 
The guide couplings described make possible 

the construction of directive antennas composed 
of a feeder guide with a number of radiating 
guides coupled to it and extending with their 
longitudinal axes parallel to each other to con 
stitute a two dimensional radiating array, as in-_ 
dicated schematically in Figure 19. In order that 
adjacent radiating guides, the longitudinal axes 
of which should not be more than substantially 
%>\s apart, may radiate substantially in phase 
with each other, these guides may either have 
their slots arranged identically and be coupled in 
reversed phase relation to the feeder guide, or 
they may have their slots so arranged that the 
array in one radiating guide is the image of the 
array in the other, and be coupled to the feeder 
guide in the same phase relation. So far as the 
longitudinal spacing of the coupling slots in the 
feeder guide is concerned, substantially the same 
considerations prevail as have been set out above 
in connection with the longitudinal spacing of 
radiating slots in a radiating guide. The spacing 
of the radiating guides from each other is sub 
ject to the same considerations, from the point 
of view of the appearance of second order beams 
in the radiation, as the spacing of slots along a 
radiating guide. Thus, radiating guides of the 
type of Figure 2 could, from this point of view 
safely be spaced somewhat further apart than 
radiating guides of the type of Figure 1. 
A guide coupling of special properties may be 

obtained by the use of a pair of coupling slots. 
If two identical guides are coupled in identical or 
substantially identical aspect by tWo non-reac 
tive coupling slots the centres of which lie in the 
same transverse plane but one of which is in 
shunt aspect to both guides and the other is in 
series aspect to both guides, radiation transfers 
completely from one guide to the other and con 
tinues in the latter in the same direction, re-' 
gardless of the terminating impedance in the 
first guide and of the terminating impedance 
looking in the opposite direction in the other 
guide. 
Such a coupling is illustrated in Figure 16, 

where the guides are coupled by the slots 9| and 
92, the centres of which lie in the same trans 
verse plane as indicated by the dotted line 93, 
the slot 9| being in identical shunt aspect to 
both guides and the slot 92 in identical series 
aspect to both guides. The direction of propa 
gation in the feeder guide A is shown by the 
arrow. The pair of coupling slots 9l—-92 will 
cause radiation in the feeder guide A to transfer 
completely to the radiating guide B and to con 
tinue in the latter guide in the same direction as 
shown by the arrow. This result is quite inde 
pendent of the terminating impedance in guide 
A as seen from the coupling slots looking to the 
right end of the terminating impedance in guide 
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B as seen from the coupling slots looking to the 
left. 
The utility or the guide coupling features of 

this invention is not limited to the production 
of two dimensional radiating arrays. Guide 
coupling might be useful in various devices in 
which the guide coupled to the feeder guide was 
not itself a radiating guide. 7 
Antennas designed in accordance with the 

present invention are, of course, useful both for 
transmitting and receiving purposes. 
What We claim as our invention is: 
l. ‘A directive antenna for microwaves, com 

prising a wave guide formed with at least one se 
ries of slots substantially resonant for a wave 
of a given wave length and of substantially 
greater length than Width, the centres of the 
slots of said series being spaced along the length 
or" the guide at intervals of less than substan 
tially sevenf-eighths of said wave length in free 
space and the slots being arranged in positions 
such that when the guide is fed with a micro 
wave the current ?ow along the guide Walls at 
such positions excites said slots, each of substan 
tially all the slots of said series being in at 
least substantially the same geometrical relation 
to the guide, apart from longitudinal displace 
ment, as the image of an immediately adjacent 
slot of said series with respect to a line on the 
guide Wall across which in the absence of any 
slots there would be no current flow. 

2. A directive antenna according to claim 1 
in which the slots are series-coupled to the 
guide and the centres of the slots are spaced 
along the guide at intervals of half the wave 
length in the guide of the wave to which the 
slots are resonant, comprising a reflecting plunger 
arranged in the guide at a distance equal to 
one half of said wave length in the guide from 
the centre of the slot in the guide furthest from, 
the point at which the guide is to be fed with a 
microwave. 

3. A directive antenna according to claim 1 in 
which the slots are shunt coupled to the guide 
and the centres of the slots are spaced along the 
guide at intervals of half the wave length in 
the guide of the wave to which the slots are 
resonant, comprising a re?ecting plunger ar- ' 
ranged in the guide at a distance equal to one 
quarter of said wave length in the guide from 
the centre of the slot in the guide furthest from 
the point at which the guide is to be fed with a 
microwave. 

4. A directive antenna for microwaves com 
prising a Wave guide of substantially rectangu 
lar cross-section with two opposite faces broader 
than the other two faces, said wave guide having 
formed in a broad face thereof a series of slots 
substantially resonant for a wave of a given wave 
length and of substantially greater length than 
width, the centres of the slots of said series be 
ing spaced along the guide at intervals of less 
than substantially seven-eighths of said wave 
length in free space, each of the slots of said 
series being formed with its length parallel to 
the longitudinal centre line of said face, adja 
cent slots lying on opposite sides of said line, 
and the distance from said line of substantially 
every slot being at least substantially the same 
as the distance from said line of either adja 
cent slot. 

5. A directive antenna according to claim 4 
in which the slots lie at distances from the centre 
line which vary along the length of the guide. 

_6. A directive antenna according to claim 4 
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in-which the centres of the slots- are spaced along» 
the guide at intervals of half the wave length 
in the guide of the wave to which the slots are 
resonant, and comprising a re?ecting plunger 
arranged in the guide at a distance equal to 
one-quarter of said wave length in the guide-from 
the centre of the slot in the guidefurthest from 
the point at which the guide is to be fed with a 
microwave. 

7. A directive antenna for microwaves com 
prising a wave guide of substantially rectangular 
cross-section with two opposite faces‘ broader 
than the other two faces, said wave guide hav 
ing formed in a broad face thereof a‘ series of 
slots substantially resonant for a wave of a given 
wave length and of substantially‘ greater length 
than width, the centres‘ of the slots of said se 
ries being spaced along the guide at intervals 
of less than substantially seven-eighths of said 
wave length in free space, each of the slots of 
said series being formed at an angle to‘ the 
longitudinal centre line of said face and with 
its centre on said line, the angles to said line 
of alternate slots being of opposite sign; and 
the angle to said line of substantially every slot ‘‘ 
being at least substantially the same as the 
angle to said line of either adjacent slot. 

8. A directive antenna according to claim 7 in 
which the slots lie at angles to the centre line 
which vary along the length of the guide; 

9. A directive antenna according to claim '7 
in which the centres of the slots are spaced along 
the guide at intervals of half the wave length in 
the guide of the wave to which the slots arev 
resonant, and comprising‘ a re?ecting plunger 
arranged in the guide at a distance equal to 
one-half of said wave length in‘ the guide from 
the centre of the slot in the guide-furthest from 
the point at which the guide is to be fed with a 
microwave. 

1,0. A directive antenna for microwaves com--‘ 
prising a wave guide of substantially rectangular 
cross-section with two opposite faces: broader 
than the other two faces, saidl wave guide hav 
ing formed in a narrow face thereof a series of 
slots substantially resonant for a wave of a given 
wave length and of substantially greater length 
than width, the centres of the slots of said series 
being spaced along the guide at intervals of less 
than substantially seven-eighths of said wave 
length in free space, each of the slots of said 
series being formed atan angle to the height 
of said face, the angles to said height of adjae 
cent slots being of opposite sign, and the angle 
to said height of substantially every slot being: 
at least substantially the same as the angle to‘ 
said height of either adjacent slot. 

11. A directive antenna according to claim- 10v 
in which the slots lie at angles to the height of‘ 
the narrow face of the guide which vary along 
the length of the guide. 

12. A directive antenna according to claim 10‘ 
in which the centres of the slots are spaced‘ along 
the guide at intervals of half the wave length 
in the guide of the Wave to which the slots are 
resonant, and comprising a re?ecting plunger 
arranged in the guide at a distance from the 
centre of the slot in the guide furthest from the 
point at which the guide is to be fed with a micro 
wave such as substantially to tune out the sus 
ceptance introduced by the mutual action of the 
slots. 

13. A directive antenna according to claim 10, 
comprising means for feeding the guide between 
the ends of the series of slots with a microwave 
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having a-wave length in free space to which said 
slots are resonant, and a re?ecting plunger ar 
ranged in said guide at a distance from the centre 
of the terminal slot at each end of said series 
such as substantially to tune out the susceptance 
introduced by the mutual action of the slots. 

14. A directive antenna for microwaves, com 
prising a wave guide formed with at least one 
series of slots substantially resonant for a wave 
of a given wave length and of substanially greater 
length than width, the centres of the slots of 
said series being spaced along the length of the 
guide at intervals of about ?ve-ninths of the 
wave length in the guide of the wave to which 
said slots are resonant and the slots being ar 
ranged‘ in positions such that when the guide is 
fed with a microwave the current ?ow along the 
guide walls at such positions excites said slots, 
each of substantially all the slots of said series 
being in substantially the same geometrical rela 
tion to the guide, apart from longitudinal dis 
placement, as the image of an immediately adja 
cent slot of said series with respect to a line on 
the guide wall across which in the absence of 
any slots there would be no current flow, and 
comprising a non-re?ecting terminating load ar 
ranged in the guide beyond the terminal slot in 
the guide furthest from the point at which the 
guide is to be fed with a microwave. 

15. A directive antenna according to claim 14 
in which the non-re?ecting load consists of a 
group of series-coupled slots not exceeding about 
5% of the total number of slots in the guide, the 
centres of the slots of said group of slots being 
spaced at intervals of one-half of the wave length 
in the guide of the wave to which the slots are 
resonant, and a reflecting plunger arranged in 
the guide at a distance from the centre of the 
last slot of said group equal to one-half of the 
saidv wave length in the guide. 

16. A directive antenna according to claim 14 
in which the non-re?ecting load consists of a 
group of shunt coupled slots not exceeding about 
5% of the total number of slots in the guide, the 

,_ centres ofv the slots of said group of slots being 
spaced at intervals of one-half of the wave length 
in the. guide of the wave to which the slots are 
resonant, and a re?ecting plunger arranged in 
the guide at a distance from the centre of the 
last slot of said group equal to one-quarter of 
the said wave length in the guide. 

17. A directive antenna according to claim 14, 
in which the slots are series coupled to the guide 
and present loads which progressively increase 
along the length of the guide towards the ter 
minating load, and the maximum resistance 
presented by any slot is not over about one-tenth 
of the characteristic impedance of the guide. 

18. A directive antenna according to claim 14, 
in which the slots are shunt coupled to the guide 
and present loads which progressively increase 
along the length of the guide towards the ter 
minating load, and the maximum conductance 
presented by any slot is not over about one-tenth 
of the characteristic admittance of the guide. 

19. A directive antenna for microwaves com 
prising a wave guide of substantially rectangular 
cross section with two opposite faces broader 
than the other two faces and formed in a broad 
face‘ thereof with a series of slots substantially 
resonant for a wave of a given wave length and 
of substantially greater length than width, the 
centres of the slots of said series being spaced 
along the'length 0f the guide at intervals of about 
200° on the basis of the wave length in the‘ guide 
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of the wave to which said slots are resonant, said 
slots being arranged with their lengths parallel 
to the longitudinal centre line of said broad face, 
adjacent slots lying on opposite sides of said 
‘centre line, and comprising a non-re?ecting ter 
minating load arranged in the guide beyond the 
terminal slot in the guide furthest from the point 
at which the guide is to be fed with a microwave. 

20. A directive antenna according to claim 19, 
in which the slots lie at distances from the lon 
gitudinal centre line of the broad face of the 
guide which progressively increase along the 
length of the guide towards the terminating load, 
and the maximum conductance presented by any 
slot is not over about one-tenth of the character 
istic admittance of the guide. 

21. A directive antenna for microwaves com 
prising a wave guide of substantially rectangular 
cross section with two opposite faces broader 

‘ than the other two faces and formed in a broad 
face thereof with a series of slots substantially 
resonant for a wave of a given wave length and 
of substantially greater length than width, the 
centres of the slots of said series being spaced 
along the length of the guide at intervals of 
about ?ve-ninths of the Wave length in the guide 
of the wave to which said slots are resonant, said 
slots being arranged with their centres on the 
longitudinal centre line of said face at angles to 
said centre line, the angles of adjacent slots to 
said centre line being of opposite sign, and com 
prising a non-reflecting terminating load ar 
ranged in the guide beyond the terminal slot in 
the guide furthest from the point at which the 
guide is to be fed with a microwave. 

22. A directive antenna according to claim 21, 
in which the angles of the slots to the longitu 
dinal centre line of the broad face of the guide 
progressively increase along the length of the 
guide towards the terminating load, and the 
maximum resistance presented by any slot is not 
over one-tenth of the characteristic impedance 
of the guide. 

23. A directive‘antenna for microwaves com 
prising a Wave guide of substantially rectangular 
cross section with two opposite faces broader 
than the other two faces and formed in a nar 
row face thereof with a series of slots substan 
tially resonant for a wave of a given wave length 
and of substantially greater length than width, 
the centres of the slots of said series being spaced 
along the length of the guide at intervals of about 
?ve-ninths of the wave length in the guide of 
the wave to which said slots are resonant, said 
slots being arranged at angles to the height of 
the said narrow face, the angles of the adjacent 
slots to said height being of opposite sign, and 
comprising a non-reflecting terminating load ar 
ranged in the guide beyond the terminal slot in 
the guide furthest from the point at which the 
guide is to be fed with a microwave. 

24. A directive antenna according to claim 23, 
in which the angles of the slots to the height of 
the narrow face progressively increase along the 
length of the guide towards the terminating load, 
and the maximum conductance presented by any 
slot is not over about one-tenth of the character~ 
istic admittance of the guide. 

25. A directive antenna for microwaves com 
prising a wave guide of substantially rectangular 
cross section with two opposite faces broader 
than the other two faces and formed in a broad 
face thereof with two series of slots substantially 
resonant for a given wave length and of sub 
stantially greater length than width, the slots of 
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one of said series being formed with their lengths 
parallel to the longitudinal centre line of said 
broad face, adjacent slots of said series lying on 
opposite sides of said centre line, and the slots 
of the other series being formed with their centres 
on said longitudinal centre line and at angles to 
said‘centre line, the angles of adjacent slots of 
said other series to said centre line being of 
opposite sign, the slots of one series alternating 
with slots of the other series along the length of 
the guide, and the centre of each slot being 
spaced from the centres of adjacent slots along 
the length of the guide at intervals of about ?ve 
eighteenths of the wave length in the guide of 
the wave to which the slots are resonant. 

26. A directive antenna for microwaves, com 
prising a wave guide formed with a series of slots 
substantially resonant for a wave of a given-wave 
length and of substantially greater length than 
width, the centres of the slots of said series being 
spaced along the length of the guide at intervals 
of half the Wave length in the guide of the wave 
to which the slots are resonant and being series 
coupled to the guide, each of substantially all 
the slots of said series being in substantially the 
same geometrical relation to the guide, apart 
from longitudinal displacement, as the image of 
an immediately adjacent slot of said series with 
respect to a line on the guide wall across which 
in the absence of any slots there would be no 
current ?ow, means for feeding the guide between 
the ends of said series of slots with a microwave 
having a wave length in free space to which said 
slots are resonant, and a reflecting plunger ar 
ranged in said guide at a distance from the centre 
of the terminal slot at each end of said series 
equal to one half of said wave length in the guide. 

27. A directive antenna for ‘microwaves, com 
prising a wave guide formed with a series of slots 
substantially resonant for a wave of a given wave 
length and of substantially greater length than 
width, the centres of the slots of said series being 
spaced along the length of the guide at inter 
vals of half the Wave length in the guide of the 
wave to which the slots are resonant and being 
shunt coupled to the guide, each of substantially 
all the slots of said series being in substantially 
the same geometrical relation to the guide, apart 
from longitudinal displacement, as the image of 
an immediately adjacent slot of said series with 
respect to a line on the guide wall across which 
in the absence of any slots there would be no 
current flow, means for feeding the guide between 
the ends of said series of slots with a microwave 
having a wave length in free space to which said 
slots are resonant, and a re?ecting plunger ar 
ranged in said guide at a distance from the centre 
of the terminal slot at each end of said series 
equal to one quarter of said wave length inthe 
guide. 

28. A two dimensional directive antenna for 
microwaves comprising a number of parallel ra 
diating guides coupled to at least one feeder guide 
by means of coupling slots which are substantially 
non-reactive for a Wave of a given wave length, 
each radiating guide being formed with a series 
of slots substantially resonant for a wave of said 
given wave length and of substantially greater 
length than width, the centres of the slots of 
said series being spaced along the length of the 
radiating guide at intervals of less than substan 
tially seven-eighths of said wave length in free 
space and said last mentioned slots being ar 
ranged in positions such that when the assembly 
is fed with a microwave the current ?ow along 
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the radiating guidewalls‘at, such positions excites; 
said last. mentioned slots,‘ each of, substantially 
all the slots of said series, being in substantially 
the same geometrical relation to the guide, apart 
from longitudinal displacement, as the image of 
an immediately adjacent slot. of said series, with 
respect to a line on-the guide wall across which; 
in, the absence of any slots there would be no. 
current ?ow, said radiating guides being spaced 
with their longitudinal axes at intervals of less, 
than substantially seven eighths of said wave: 
length in free space,‘ and said coupling slots'being 
arranged in positions such that when the ‘as-7 
sembly is fed with a microwave the currentflow. 
along the feeder guide walls, at such positions. 
excites said coupling slots. 

29. A directive antenna system for microwaves 
comprising a number of radiating guides coupled» 
to a single source of microwaves by at leastone 
feeder guide, said radiating guides being, coupled '> 
to the feeder guide by means of coupling slots 
which are substantially non-reactive for a wave. 
of, a given wave length, eachv radiating guidebeing 
formed. with a series of slots substantially reso-~ 
nant for a wave of said given wavelength- and - 
of substantially greater length than width, the 
centres of the slots of said series being spaced. 
along the length of the radiating guide at inter 
vals of less than substantially seven-eighths of 
said wave length in free space and said last men- ‘ 
tioned slots being arranged in positions such that 
when, the assembly is fed with a microwave the 
current ?ow along the radiating guide walls at 
such positions excites, said last mentioned slots, 
each of substantially all the slots of said'series. 
being in substantially the same geometrical rela 
tion to the guide, apart from longitudinal dis 
placement, as the image ofv an immediately adja 
cent slot of said serieswith respect to a line on. 
the guide wall across which in the absence of 
any slots there would be no current flow“ said 
coupling slots being arranged in positions such 
that when the assembly is fed with a microwave 
the current ?ow. along the feeder guide walls at, 
such positions excites said coupling slots. 

30. A two dimensional directivev antenna. for 
microwaves comprising a feeder. guide coupled to 
a number of radiating guides by means, ofv cou 
pling slots which are substantially non-reactive 
for a wave of a given wave length, each radiating, 
guide being formed with a series of. slots sub 
stantially resonant for a Wave of said given wave 
length and of substantially greater length than 
width, the centres of the slots of saidseries-being 
spaced along the length of the radiating guide ‘ 
at intervals of less than substantially seven 
eighths of said wave length in free space and 
said last mentioned slots being arranged in posi 
tions such that when the assembly is fed with 
a microwave the current ?ow along the radiating 
guide walls at such positions excites said last 
mentioned slots, each of substantially allthe slots 
of said series being in substantially the same 
geometrical relation to the guide, apartfrom Ion. 
gitudinal displacement, as the image of. an im 
mediately adjacent slot of said series with respect 
to a line on the guide wall across which in the. 
absence of any slots there would. be nocurrent 
flow, the centres of. said coupling slots being 
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spaced. along the feeder guide at intervals of less 
than- substantially seven-eighths of said wave 
length in free, space and said coupling slots being. 
arranged in positions such that when the as- 
sembly is, fed with a microwave the current ?ow 
along the feeder guide walls at such positions, 
excites said coupling slots. 

31». A directive antenna system for microwaves 
according to claim 30, in which each of sub 
stantially all the coupling slots is in substantially 
the; same. geometrical relation to the feeder guide, 
apart from longitudinal displacement, as the‘ 
image of an immediately adjacent coupling slot 
with respect to. a line. on the feeder guide wall 

, across. which in the absence of any slots. there 
would be no current flow. 

32. A directive antenna system for microwaves 
according to claim 30, in which the series of slots, 
in each radiating guideis- the image of the series. 
of the slots in the adjacent radiating guides. 

33. A directive antenna for microwaves‘ com 
prising a wave guide of- substantially rectangular. 
cross section with two opposite faces broader 
than the other two-faces and formed in a broad 
face-thereof‘ with two series of slots substantially 
resonant for a given wave length and of sub‘ 
stantially greater length than width, the slotsof 
one of said series beingformed'with their lengths 
parallel to the longitudinal centre line of said‘ 
broadsv face, adjacent slots of said series lying on 
opposite sides of said centre line, and the slots: 
of the other series being formed with their con 
tres on said longitudinal centre line and at angles; 
to said centre line, the angles of adjacent slots 

1 of said other series to said centre line being, of 
opposite sign, the slots of one series alternating 
with slots of the other series along the‘ length 
of the guide, and the centre of each slot-being 
spaced from the centres of adjacent‘ slots along 
the length of the guide at intervals of less than 
substantially seven-eighths of the wave length in 
free: space of the wave to which the slots are 
resonant. 
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